
Blue Chip Wrestling 
$3.99 Shirt Special Video Visual Script 

VOICE OVER AUDIO VISUALS

Stop scrolling because we have a Major Deal Scene 1 

Text at top of screen - Major Deal Alert 

Images at bottom of screen - 3 shirts in a collage below the 
text (they should be different styles if that is available - like a 
crew neck, v-neck, whatever you have.)  
Image 1 - Wrestling shirt 
Image 2 - Company shirt (not athletic) 
Image 3 - Another sport shirt

We make high quality Image 1 moves from college to top of screen 
Text next to it: High Quality 

At bottom of screen Images 2 & 3 are still in collage

decorated in the USA Image and text 1 stay at top of screen 

Image 2 moves from collage to below Image 1 
Text next to it: American Made (maybe with an American flag 
behind the text if it’s not over the top)

custom t-shirts for your sports team or business 
starting at

Image 1 & 2 and text stay in place 

Image 3 moves below them 
Text next to it: Custom Designs

only $3.99 per shirt. Animated Text: $3.99

Choose from over 40 colors in various cuts and styles 
from major brands.  

Scene 2 

Images - 12 shirts in different colors pop onto screen one after 
another in a collage filling the screen to show the different 
colors 

Text comes in over the shirt collage - Over 40 colors



Our team will work with you to create a custom 
design using your logo and colors.

Scene 3 

Image 1 - a finished shirt on screen 

Image 2, comes in next to image 1 - The stand alone logo 
from that shirt 

Image 3, comes in next to image 1 & 2 - squares of that 
team’s colors

Already have a specific design in mind? Text animates in over solid background - Have a specific 
design?

No problem our screen printing shop located right 
here in Kansas City, Missouri will make it a reality.

Scene 4 

B-roll - the printing shop showing people at work with the 
American flag in the background

(Call to action depending on specific social channel, 
“swipe up/click the link in our description”) for more 
information and

B-roll continues - the printing shop showing people at work 
with the American flag in the background 

Text at bottom - Swipe Up (or other call to action, will stay on 
screen until end of video, I can switch this out easily and 
make different versions for each social media channel)

start outfitting your crew now Scene 5 

3 Images of 3 different groups wearing their matching shirts (if 
you have this.) 

If you don’t have the above we can do 3/4 different shirts - just 
the completed shirt image. 

At top of screen - Shirt #1 duplicated 3x’s in a row over a solid 
color bar 

Middle of screen - Shirt #2 duplicated 3x’s in a row over a 
different solid color bar 

Bottom of screen - Shirt #3 duplicated 3x’s in a row over 
another solid color bar 

Text at bottom - Swipe Up (or other call to action) will still be 
present through the end of the video. 


